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TAULE 3 

Comparison of the shuck \\ave transformatiuns and transformations caused by irradiati\e tn:alm.:nt (lAsTMAN, 1963) 

Minerals 

SiO, (quartz, glass) 

NaAISiJO~ 

CaAI,Si,Oa 

ZrOl (monoclin.) 

ZrSi04 

Typ.: uf 
irradiali\l.! tn:al111l:nt 

Fast neutrons up to 
2.10 20 neutr. /cm 2 

Fast neutrons 

Fast neutrons up to 
6.10'" neutr. /cm ' 

a-particles up to 3.10-4 

a -particles/atom 

Fast neutrons up to 
3.1020 neutr./cm 2 

Fast neutrons 

Type of 
tran,formatiun caused by 

shod. \\'a\.: treatment 

lib 

lIa 

lI a 

lib 

Analogy \\ ilh shock treatillent 

line broadening. decrease in SiO, dcnsit) 
up to glass formation. Increase in glass 
den,ity 

Decrease in density up to formation of gla" 

Decrease in the density and transformation 
to a ne\\' modification (to high temperature. 
cubic onc \\ ith irradiative treatment; high 
pressure, rhombic one with the shock lVa\c 
treatment) 

lattice deformation up to the X -ray 
amorphou state \\ ith decrease in density, 
decomposition to SiO, (X-ray amorphous) 
and ZrO, (various modifications) 

Decrease in density. disappearance of the 
far-order lines 

No observable change (except for 
disappearcnce of the weak lines) 

[n this case the material transforms into some "state 

of activation" similar to a strongly compressed gas 

(GLASSTONE el al., 1941). This "state of activation" 

transforms into the glass-like phase for the framework 

silicates and SiO l and into the mixture of fine-grained 

crystalline phases for other materials under condition 

of high resid L1al temperatures. In this case, destruction 

ZrSiO.+, formed by natural radiation, was mentioned 

above. The same similarity can be stated for the other 

materials at conditions of shock compression (table 3). 

The radiation produced the basic effects of destruction 

of the lattice (LASHIA):, 1963). The main distinction of 

shock compression from radiation is the formation of 

high-pressure phases in shock experiments. It is possi

ble to assume that the destruction of lattice in shock 

front is similar to that one produced by radiation. 

Many investigations show that the basic processes 

characteristic of shock compression (destruction of lat

tice, format ion of high-pressure phases, polymerisation) 

proceed in the short time of the existence of high pres

sure (about 10- 6 sec) (BETSAl'\OV el al., 1965; DERlllAS 

ef aI., 1967: ALTSHULER el al., 1967; ADADUROV e( al., 
1965). This is evidence of the abnormal speed of trans

formations in shock waves, exceeding by several or

ders the speed of the same processes under normal 

conditions. There is no common explanation of this 

anomaly in spite of some attempts in this direction 

(ALTSIIULER el al., 1967; ADADUROV, 1965). 

of the lattice and mixing of its elements creates the 

conditions for the formation of high-pressure and other 

phases. These phases form, possibly, in small quanti- i 
ties and transform partly into initial or metastable I 

Our conception is that the lattice is destroyed com

pletely by a shock wave with energy exceeding a de

finite critical value depending on the properties of the 

powder. 

phases under the action of high residual temperature. 

As a rule, only the relics of these phases are observed. 

and the search of them is very com plicated. The ab-

sence of high-pressure phases in the axial zone may be 

explained by the inil uence of resid ual temperature. Con

trary to the axial zone, the intermediate zones are or 

the most interest. Possibly the using of oblique shock 

wave and the organisation of efTective cooling will be 

useful for the increasing quantity of high-pressun: 

phases after shock compression. 

The absence of thermodynamic equilibrium in shod 

waves TROFIMOV, 1967 is the reason for the limited 

application of these expcri ments to geological problems. 

except possibly to the problem of meteorites. Howe\'er. 
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